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Abstract Installation work of large inner/outer wall panel
glasses increases the labor load and stress of workers
and causes the danger of such accidents as falling
and crane overturning. To solve this problem, Gil
designed the easy handling robot system which is
composed of mobile system, 5-DOF manipulator
system and HRI (Human-Robot Interface) device
included
HRC
(Human-Robot
Cooperation)
algorithm. During glass installation work using this
robot system, detecting the position of the HRI
device has great influence on the work efficiency.
While working there, the construction worker placed
the HRI device on panel glass randomly. Also there
are many factors that disturb the detecting the HRI
device. In this paper describes a method for
detecting the HRI device robustly. To robustly find
the HRI device, in this paper, applied the RANSAC
(RANdom SAmple Consensus) and LSF (Least
Square Fit) algorithm. And sensor module for detect
the HRI device is composed of IR (Infrared Ray)
sensor and RC servo motor. The distance between
the sensor module and the circle-shaped HRI device
is utilized for detecting this device. In this paper, to
verify the robust method, performed laboratory
experiment: for detecting the HRI device randomly
placed on, for finding the HRI device put with a
square-shaped disturbance.
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1

Introduction

Installation of large inner/outer wall panel glasses
such as curtain wall installation work in construction
sites is carried out at the border between the inside and
outside of a building. This kind of work increases the
labor load and stress of workers and the danger of such
accidents as falling and crane overturning. Until now,
such large glass finishing materials have been installed

by workers. Except for the movement of glasses, all the
work processes including assembly and installation have
depended on workers [1]. This is because there is a
limitation in completely automating glass installation
works (access to the installation position and fitting) in
the changeable environment of construction sites.
Furthermore, as the high-rise buildings become larger, it
is an inevitable trend that such construction materials
become larger and heavier, and installations of these
materials have naturally increased. Therefore, as a
measure to guarantee the safety of construction workers
and shorten construction period, semi-automation
systems based on human-robot cooperation (HRC)
techniques instead of full automation are being
developed and applied [2, 3].
OKTOPUS by Materials Handling Corp. in
Australia, Mobile Ergonomic Handler by Arlington
Equipment Corp. in the U.S., Geko & Glass Robot Hire
by GGR Corp. in the U.K., and KS Robot 280 by
K.Schulten GmbH & Co.KG.
In Germany are
representative glazing robot systems based on humanrobot cooperation technology [4-7]. Similarly, Yu et al.
in Korea developed a curtain wall robot with a 3-DOF
manipulator attached to the end-effector of a miniexcavator [8]. For these robots, the operator manipulates
the joints of the robots. If unskilled operator uses this
robot manipulation method, however, it takes long time
to work and has a high likelihood of accidents. To
address this problem, Lee et al. developed a ceiling
glass installation robot with 6-DOF F/T sensors so that
operator can directly operate the robot from the robot
end-effector [9]. Furthermore, Lee applied force control
to promote the safety of workers and protect glasses
when operator works from the robot end-effector [10].
Force control transmits the repulsive power of materials
against the environment to the operator so that the
operator can safely operate the robot for such tasks as
assembly. However, additional problems occurred in
actual application such as sensor cost, calibration of the
weight of heavy objects, and the separation of force and
torque. Thus, Gil et al. proposed a robot control method
in which the operator defines the rotational axis of the
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panel glass and the motion of glasses is determined by
the resultant force applied to this axis and a point of
action on the panel glass [11]. And Gil et al. designed
an easy handling robot (EHR) system for installing the
panel glass such as a curtain-wall. EHR is composed of
mobile system, 5-DOF manipulator system and HRC
(human-robot cooperation) algorithm. This robot system
is available to move and rotate in a confined space. Also
an operator, using a HRI (human-robot interface) device
and robot manipulator, is available to work easily [12].
In this paper describes a robust method for detecting
this HRI (human robot interface) device. Chapter 2 in
this paper shows the summary of the HRC (humanrobot cooperation) algorithm and the HRI (human-robot
interface) device. Chapter 3 describes detecting sensor
module and robust detecting method. Chapter 4 shows
the experimental result of this method.

2
2.1

Human-robot interface device
Human-robot cooperation algorithm

The HRC algorithm proposed by Gil et al. is
described below. In general, the fundamental study of
the HRC algorithm is the motion of a rigid body in
Cartesian space. To make it identical to the actual glass
installation method by construction workers, the
instantaneous axis of rotation (IoR) and the point of
action (PoA) of the glass are defined. During the
installation work by construction worker, the panel glass
has an IoR and PoA and the position of these axis
change continuously. Gil et al. analysed the motion of
panel glass during installation work by construction
worker and typically deduced the 3 position of IoR.
Figure 1 (a) shows the position of IoR which is located
on center of panel glass. At this time, the position of
PoA is determined by a resultant force of two workers.
When firstly point contact is occurred between panel
glass and installation plane, such as figure 1 (b), the
position of IoR is located on this point. And PoA is
randomly positioned on panel glass except this point.
Figure 1 (c) shows the line contact by two point contact.
When occurring line contact between panel glass and
installation plane, the position of IoR is located on edge
of panel glass. And PoA is randomly positioned on
panel glass except this edge line.
When the IoR is located at infinity, the panel glass
has a linear motion. But when occurring the contact
between the panel glass and installation plane (point
contact, line contact), it has a rotational motion.
Because the operator, for maintaining the point and line
contact, push or pull the panel glass.
HRC algorithm is a control method that panel glass
has a linear and rotational motion by a predefined
rotational axis and PoA. And a control input is two wor-

Figure 1. The position of IoR for glass installation
work
-ker’s force. . In HRC algorithm, it is assumed that the
panel glass has a linear and rotational motion when
construction worker apply force to rotational axis and
PoA. Simultaneously, if two construction worker
applies force to these axis, the panel glass has a
composite motion.
The HRI (human-robot interface) device attached on
3-axis load cell is an input device for robot motion. And
the location of this device is same as a rotational axis
and PoA of the panel glass. Two construction workers
randomly put these devices on panel glass.

Figure 2. The HRI device for HRC algorithm
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Figure 2 shows the HRI devices for HRC algorithm.
In this figure, two HRI devices put on panel glass.
These devices define the position of rotational axis and
PoA, also it measure the worker’s force and transmit to
the robot manipulator by electronic signal. This figure
presents when panel glass has a rotational motion.

IR sensor and RC servo motor. IR sensor measures the
distance between robot end-effector and contour of HRI
device. Figure 4 presents the detecting sensor module
and method.

3.2
2.2

Detailed design of human-robot interface
device

The HRI device, which measure the operator’s force,
is composed of a handle, a 3-axis load cell and a suction
device (figure 3). To grip the HRI device, a handle part
is considered. And 3-axis load cell measure the
operator’s force. So, to easily put the HRI device on the
panel glass, a suction device is made up of a lever and a
sucking disk. The sucking method is a screw. That is,
while the lever rotates, the sucking disk expands. As a
result, the IMD is attached to the surface of the panel
glass. To find the IMD easily, a detecting section is
designed in the circle shape with a 100mm diameter.
The height of the IMD is 150mm and the allowed
weight of the sucking disk is 80kg.

Robust detecting method

In case of scanning the contour of HRI device using
IR sensor, unexpected disturbance can be detected such
as operator’s hand and reflected light. Thus, it must be
robustly found the contour by detecting sensor module.
In this paper, using the RANSAC (RANdom SAmple
Consensus) and LSF (Least Square Fit) algorithm, it can
be found the IMD’s contour by sensor module robustly.
RANSAC algorithm is an iterative method to estimate
parameters of a mathematical model from a set of
observed data which contains outliers or disturbance
[13]. In this paper, it estimate the mathematical model
of HRI device from the observed data by sensor module.
The robust detecting method is following.
1.

Gathering the observed data in twice (clockwise
and anticlockwise direction)

2. Apply the RANSAC algorithm to sampled data
and select the data group (Gd)
3. Apply the LSF algorithm to these data group (G d)
and estimate the circle equation.
4. Estimate the center position from this circle
equation
Figure 3. Detailed design of HRI device

3
3.1

Robust detecting method
Detecting sensor module and method

In this paper, to detect the HRI device which is
randomly placed on the panel glass, detecting sensor
module is applied. This sensor module is composed of

Figure 4. Detecting sensor and method

5. Deduce the center position of the HRI device by
mean value.
Firstly, the method for gathering the sample data is
following. In figure 5, RC servo motor is controlled that
it turns the IR sensor from 0(degree) to 160(degree) in
clockwise ( ① ) direction and anticlockwise ( ② )
direction by 1 degree. And it gathers the IR sensor data
in 12 times each degree and calculate the average. At th-

Figure 5. RC servo motor control method
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-is time, considering the timing delay between first
output and first measurement, it gathers the data after
the RC motor is rotated in 1 degree. Also it is defined
that the HRI device is located from 200mm to 700mm
because of IR sensor’s linearity
In gathered data, this set contains both inliers (points
which approximately can be fitted to a parameterized
model) and outliers. To select the inliers from gathered
data, RANSAC algorithm is applied. RANSAC
achieves its goal by iteratively selecting a random
subset of the original data. RANSAC is divided from
hypothetical generation and evaluation. To achieve the
goal, firstly, it selects the sample data randomly. And it
estimate the model (circle model) using sampled data.
Then it calculates the error of data with respect to
estimation. After it count number of inlier candidate, if
sufficiently many points have been classified as part of
the set then keep this set. After enough number of
iteration, it return the final estimation. Figure 6 shows
RANSAC algorithm. For applying RANSAC, N
(iteration number) and T (boundary line between inlier
and outlier) parameter must be defined. In this paper,
for detecting the HRI device, it is defined that N is 50
sample and T is 10mm.
After applying the RANSAC algorithm, applying the
LSF algorithm, estimate the center position of IMD. The
LSF algorithm is based on minimizing the mean square
distance from the fitting curve to data points [14]. Given
n points (xi, yi),
, the objective function is
defined by

Where,
is the Euclidean (geometric) distance
from the points (xi, yi) to the curve. When fitting circles,
one parameterizes those by the equation

where (a, b) is the center and R is the radius.
Figure 7 presents the position of HRI device’s
contour and center. Where, the red line and points are
the inlier data group during clockwise direction and the
blue line and points are during anticlockwise direction.
In figure 7, ○ is center of circle (contain blue and red), x
is inlier data group in clockwise direction and is inlier
data group in anticlockwise direction.
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Figure 7. Applied the LSF algorithm
Finally, using the average of two center points in
figure 7, it estimate the center of HRI device.

4

Experiment

To verify the robust detecting method, this chapter
shows laboratory experiment. Two test is performed.
First, the HRI device is placed on specific position. Aft-

Figure 6. RANSAC algorithm
∑

(a) The system configuration for experimental test
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case of figure 9 (b), the HRI device is hidden behind the
dist-

(a) Case - 1
(b) The result of test
Figure 8. The system configuration and result of test
-er many times scanning, it is to verify the
performance of detecting algorithm. In second test, the
HRI device is scanned with disturbance which is placed
on different position.
Test – 1: Detecting sensor module is located on the
origin point. And the HRI device is located in x =
300mm, y = 400mm. the sensing range of detecting
sensor module is between 200mm and 700mm. (figure 8
(a))
Table 1 The result of experiment (mm)
X

1
2
3
4
5
average

clockanticlock-wise
-wise
283.39
276.37
270.45
269.75
292.35
269.79
275.44
275.87
296.52
269.25
282.01
272.20

Y
clockanticlock-wise
-wise
417.04
437.47
418.18
424.64
419.85
426.68
415.85
427.85
419.75
428.74
418.13
429.07

In figure 8 (b), x red points are outliers and o points
are inliers. The result of test the average error for X axis
is about within 18mm in clockwise direction and 28mm
in anticlockwise. And the average error for Y axis is
about within 20mm in clockwise direction and 30mm in
anticlockwise (table 1).
Test – 2: In figure 9 (a), this case shows that the
circle shape and the square shape are touched with each
other, then the sensor data is continuous. In figure 9 (b),
this case present that the circle shape is hidden behind
the square shape. In the last case (c) shows that the
circle shape is away from the square shape.
In figure 10, each case presents test result in
clockwise direction and anticlockwise. In figure, the
blue circle is contour of the HRI device. And red points
are raw data from detecting sensor module.
In case of figure 9 (a) and (c), the HRI device is not
covered by disturbance. Therefore, the data for device’s
contour can be gathered wholly. After applying the
algorithm, it can be found the contour of the HRI device
with small error such as figure 10 (a) and (c). But in

(b) Case - 2

(c) Case - 3
Figure 9. Test configuration for detecting robustly

(a) Test result of case - 1

(b) Test result of case - 2
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(c) Test result of case - 3
Figure 10. Test result for detecting robustly
-urbance because the detecting sensor module is in Polar
coordinate. After applying the algorithm, it cannot be
found the contour of the HRI device such as figure 10
(b). The result of the test, the detecting algorithm
applied RANSAC and LSF can robustly find the HRI
device with small error but in some cases cannot find
such as hidden. Also though it is applied to same sample
data group, the result can be different. This is because
the RANSAC selects the sample data randomly.

5

Conclusion

Installation work of large inner/outer wall panel
glasses increases the labor load and stress of workers
and the danger of such accidents as falling and crane
overturning. To solve this problem, Gil designed the
easy handling robot system which is composed of
mobile system, 5-DOF manipulator system and HRI
device included HRC algorithm.
In this paper describes a method for detecting the
HRI device robustly. To robustly find the HRI device,
in this paper, propose the algorithm containing
RANSAC and LSF. And the detecting sensor module
for the HRI device is composed of IR sensor and RC
servo motor. The IR sensor measures the distance
between robot end-effector and contour of the HRI
device. The RC servo motor is controlled that it turns
the IR sensor from 0(degree) to 160(degree) in
clockwise direction and anticlockwise direction by 1
degree.
To verify the robust detecting method, this chapter
performed laboratory experiment. Two test is performed.
First test is aimed to performance of algorithm and
second test is aimed to robustness. Test result, the
performance of algorithm is that it has a small error
(clockwise: within 20mm, anticlockwise: within 30mm)
and the robustness is that in case the HRI device is not
hidden by disturbance, it can be found the contour. Also
though it is applied to same sample data group, the
result can be different. This is because the RANSAC
selects the sample data randomly.
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